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Ascom 914T
Multilingual display

	The 914T is dust and waterproof
	Stores up to 10 messages or 480 characters
Fits in a shirt pocket

ASCOM 914T
The robust pocket receiver
with a two-line display

The Ascom 914T is small enough to fit comfortably in a pocket. It is especially developed to
withstand impact and hard use. Smart functions
make it easy to operate. This is the perfect
message receiver for hospitals and industries.

We devoted special thought to the needs of hospital staff and industry
workers when developing the 914T message receiver. Resilience is essential
in these demanding environments, where equipment is subjected to heavy
punishment on a daily basis. The 914T is able to withstand impact and hard
use. It is both dust and water-proof in accordance with IP64 classification.
Resilient and reliable messenger
A smart, simple and slim design makes it really easy to use. There is only
one operating button, which serves all functions. Long messages are
automatically scrolled, showing two lines at a time, twelve characters per
line, until the complete message has been displayed. It is possible to set
the receiver to alert with seven different types of signals for quick identification of messages. Several other useful functions will ensure that your
914T serves as your reliable partner for many, many working hours.
All pagers can be powered by disposable or specially designed rechargeable NiMH batteries. Both pagers and batteries are made of materials
non-hazardous to the environment. Ascom provides you with a smarter
choice. The 914T takes a logical part in the system 900 product range.
Intrinsically safe
The 914T is also available in an explosive proof version which is certified
to be used for a top degree of protection in hazardous areas, such as
petroleum industries and chemical industries. For its products, Ascom follows
the ATEX directive for Europe, CSA certification for North America and the
IECEx scheme for rest of the world.
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Features

Durable design

The 914T is dust and waterproof in accordance with IP64 classification, it is designed to withstand shock

Large display

24-character display with auto scrollfunction

Seven alert characteristics

Message priority identified by the signal

One button for all functions

Smart programming makes it easy to operate with just one button

Compact and lightweight

Fits in a shirt pocket

Auto scroll function

Messages of up to 120 characters can be received and displayed automatically

Message storage

Stores up to 10 messages or 480 characters

Record of date and time

Easy to check when message was received

Out of range indicator

Indicates when you have left the area covered by the messaging system

Group pagings

One message is forwarded to several receivers

Different signals

Choose both tone and light alert signals

Multilingual display

Cyrillic, Greek, Hebrew and Arabic available in first software release

Basic data

Size: 86 x 51 x 19 mm. Weight: 84 g including battery

Options

Vibrator, intrinsically safe version, EEx ib IIC T4, (only steel grey colour)

Colour

Steel Grey, Ice Blue

Accessories

Charging rack

Charging 8 units. Small area needed (36x13x7 cm). Absent handling as option

Belt clip, clic-on type

A convenient way to carry your 914T - always at hand. Material TPE

Safety string

Length 80 cm or 35 cm

Characters per message

120

Messages stored

10

Characters in memory

480

Group paging numbers

5

Absence indication		

Yes

Time stamp

Yes

Time display

Yes

Out of range indication

Yes

Silent mode

Yes
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Different beep codes

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Functions

